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ON THE CONVOLUTION EQUATION P=P*Q OF
CHOQUET AND DENY FOR PROBABILITY
MEASURES ON SEMIGROUPS
A. MUKHERJEA

Abstract.
In this paper, the problem of determining regular
probability measures P and Q satisfying P=P*Q=Q*P
has been
solved on locally compact cancellative semigroups. The results
also hold in the complete metric case. The results have been used
to determine the primitive idempotent measures on locally compact
semigroups.

1. We consider the representation of a regular (relative to compact
sets from inside) Borel (generated by open sets) probability measure P
as a convolution product of itself and some other regular Borel
probability measure Q :

(1)

P = P*Q

where the convolution P*Q is defined to be the unique regular probability
measure such that for every /eC(5)=the
continuous functions with
compact support on S, a locally compact Hausdorff semigroup,

(f(x)P * Q(dx) = jj f(xy)P(dx)Q(dy).
By a result in [H-R] (see also [M-T]), it follows that the function x->
P(Bxr1) is measurable (even when S is only completely regular Hausdorff)
for every Borel set B where

(2)

Bx-1 = {yeS:yxeB}

and P * Q(B) = j P(Bx~1)Q(dx).

When S is only completely regular Hausdorff, by P*Q, we will mean the
measure defined by (2). The solutions of (1) have been exhibited for
probability as well as infinite measures in the case of a locally compact
abelian topological group by Choquet and Deny in [C-D] and later by
Tortrat for probability measures on topological groups in [T]. Tortrat
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proved the following theorem: When S is a topological group, Q is a
solution of (I) if and only if P(B)=P(Bx1)
for every x in the smallest
closed group containing the support of Q and every Borel set B in S.

The purpose of our paper is to investigate solutions of P=P*Q=Q*P
for probability measures P and Q on locally compact or metric topological
(Hausdorff) semigroups. The infinite case has been dealt with in [M].
Here are our results :
Theorem 1. Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff (or metric) bicancellative semigroup. Then Q is a solution of P=P*Q = Q*P if and only if
P(Bx~1)=P(x~1B)=P(B)
for every Borel set B and x in the smallest closed
semigroup H generated by F', the support of Q. If Q is a solution and F
(the support ofP) is contained in H, then P is a normed Haar measure on F
which becomes a compact group, provided S is complete in the case when S
is metric. Hence a regular probability measure is idempotent on S if and
only if it is a normed Haar measure on a compact topological group, which
is its support.
Theorem 2. Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff (or complete metric)
semigroup. Let P and Q be two idempotent probability measures with

supports F and F' respectively such that P=P*Q = Q*P. Then P=Q if and
only if FC\F'^

0 and F' contains a subgroup maximal in F\JF'.

Other results on primitive idempotent measures are given in Theorem
3 and as remarks following Theorem 3.
The theorems will be proved in §3. The necessary lemmas will be given
in §2. [Note that in Theorem 2 above, by an idempotent measure P, we
meant P2=P*P=P.]
2. From now on, F and F' will denote always the supports of the
regular probability measures P and Q respectively. When S is locally
compact, Glicksberg in [G] has shown that for every separately continuous
bounded function/on
5x5,

\\f(x, y)P(dx)Q(dy)= /[/(*, y)Q(dy)P(dx)
so that it follows that

(3)

P * Q(B)= fP(Bx-1)Q(dx)= f Q(x~1B)P(dx)

from [H-R]. When 5 is metric, Fand F' are both separable (being closures
of sigma-compact sets) so that using Fubini's theorem on the separable
metric space FxF' for the product measure P x Q, it is easy to see that (3)
is valid.
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In this section, S is always a locally compact or metric topological
(Hausdorff) semigroup. Our main lemma (Lemma 3) is based upon an
idea used in [M-T]. The first two lemmas are well known and stated
without proof. F and F' are supports of P and Q respectively.

Lemma 1. F is the smallest closed set with P-measure 1.

Note that F={xeS:P(V)>0
Lemma 2.

for every open V, xeV}.

If U is any open set and xß is a net converging to x, then

P(Ux-l)<:\iminf'P'Uxf).
Lemma 3. Let P=P*Q = Q*P. Then for every Borel set B and xeF,
yeF', we have
P(Bxl)

= P(Bx~1y-1)

and

P(x1B)

= P(y-1x~1B).

Proof.
We will only prove the first equality since the second one will
follow similarly because of (3).
First we observe that for every bounded measurable function/(i) on S,
we have

jf(s)P(ds)
=JJf(st)P(ds)Q(dt)
=jj f(st)Q(ds)P(dt)
since P=P*Q = Q*P. [Here the double integrals are in iterated sense.]
Let K be any compact set and xeF. Let P(Kx~1)=a. Let e be an arbitrary positive number. Then by the regularity of Px (where PX(B) =
P(Bx1)), we can find open sets W and O and a closed set V such that
0=>V^W=>K and P^x^Xa+s
Let A = {s:P(Vs~1)^a+e}. Then the
complement of A, Ac is open by Lemma 2. Since xeAT\F, P(Ac)>0.
Let g(s) = max{P(Vs~i) —a—e,0}. Then by the remark in the previous
paragraph, we have

/[f

g(st)Q(ds) - g(t) P(dt) = 0.

Since g(t)^) g(st)Q(ds), it follows that for some Borel set E with P(E)=0
and for all t in S—E, we have g(t)=) g(st)Q(ds) Let yeAc—E. Then
g(_y)=0 and therefore, g(sy)=0 for £)-almost all j. Since W is open and
Wc V, by Lemma 2, P(Wy^1s^1)^a+e for all s in F'. If U is any open set
containing x, then Ur\AcC\F, being nonempty and relatively open in F,
has positive P-measure and hence it must intersect Ac—E. Using Lemma
2 on Ps, we have then P(Wx~1s~1)^a+e
for every s in F'. Since K<^ W,
P^x^s'^^P^x^
+ s for every s in F'. Since e is arbitrary and

pIkx-1)^) P(Kx-1s'1)Q(ds), we have P(Kx1)=P(Kx~1s~1) for g-almost
all s and hence for all s in F', by Lemma 2. The lemma follows now from

the regularity of P. Q.E.D.
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Lemma 4. Let S, P and Q be as in Lemma 3. Then if there exists x in F
such that yx—zx^-y=z,
then for every Borel set B, P(B)=P(Bs-1) for
every s in the smallest closed semigroup H generated by F'.

Proof.
Since right cancellativity by x is permitted, Kxxr1=K for
every compact set K. If seF', by Lemma 3, P(K)=P((Kx)x~1) =
P((Kx)x~1s-1)=P(Ks-1). Since P is regular, P(B)=P(Bs-1) for every s in
F' and for all Borel sets B. This equality is trivially true then for every s
in the semigroup generated by F'. Using Lemma 2 and regularity of P,

the equality follows for all s in H.

Q.E.D.

We quote the following lemma (proved in [M-T]) without proof.
Lemma 5.

Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff or complete metric

topological semigroup. Let P(B) = P(Bx~1) = P(x~1B) for all x in S and all
Borel sets B. Then F is a compact topological group which is an ideal of S.

Before we go into §3, we need the following definition. A semigroup 5
is called completely simple if it is simple and contains a primitive idempotent. The following facts are well known (see p. 61 in [B-H]). Let 5 be
completely simple and £(5) = the idempotents in 5. Then
(1) for eeE(S), eSe is a maximal subgroup ( = G),
(2) X=E(Se) is a left-zero semigroup and Y=E(eS) is a right-zero
semigroup and 5 is topologically isomorphic to XxGxY (with product
topology, 5 being taken as locally compact), where the multiplication is
given by (x, g, y)(x', g', y') = (x, gyx'g', y').

3. We are now ready to prove Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 1. First we observe that, in Lemma 4 if 5 was left
cancellative by x, then P(B)=P(s-1B) for every s in //. Then Theorem 1
is immediate from Lemma 4 and Lemma 5.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 2. By [M-T], we know that F and F' are both
completely simple. Since cl(FF)=c\(F'F)=Fand
Fr\F'^0,
(Fr\F')F'<=
FC\F' and F'(Fr\F')^FC\F'
so that FnF' is an ideal of F'. This means
that F'^F. If F' contains a maximal subgroup, then it must be eF'e, for
some idempotent e in F'. Now F can be identified with the semigroup
E(Fe)xeFexE(eF)
and F' with the subsemigroup E(F'e)xeF'exE(eF).

Since c\(FF')=d(F'F)=F,

it follows that E(Fe)=E(F'e)

and E(eF)=

E(eF'). Also eF'e=eFe since eF'e is maximal. This means that F=F'.
Now since P=P*Q = Q*P, using Lemma 3, we have for every x in F,
P(Bx~1) = \Q(Bx-1y-1)P(dy)

= [Q(BX-1)P(dy) = Ô^x"1)
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and

P(B) = (p(Bx-1)Q(dx) = (<2(Bx-1)Q(dx)= Q(B),
for every Borel set B. Q.E.D.
Remark.

In a locally compact semigroup, it can so happen that

P=P*Q=Q*P,

P and Q both idempotent probability measures, but P is

neither a zero of P(5)=the regular probability measures on 5 (algebraically a semigroup under convolution) nor P=Q. This is shown by the
following example. Let St and S2 be any two locally compact completely
simple semigroups supporting respectively the idempotent probability
measures P and Q. [We can always find such S1 and S2, see [P] or [M-T].]
Let us also assume that S1r\S2= 0 and St is not a group. Let S^S^Si.
Let the topology of S be the union of the topologies of S, and S2. We
define in S multiplication by xy=yx=x for every x in S, and y in S2 so
that S, and S2 are both subsemigroups of S. Then S becomes a locally
compact topological semigroup. One can now easily verify that P=
P*Q = Q*P, considering natural extensions of P and Q on S. But P^Q.
An idempotent probability measure Q is called primitive if P=P*Q=
Q*P, P idempotent probability =>P= Q. These measures have been
studied by Collins in [C] on compact groups and by Pym in [P] on compact semigroups. [In the above, it is assumed that P is not a zero of
P(S).] From Lemma 5, we see that if P(S) has a zero, then S has a kernel
which is a group; and if in addition to P(S) having a zero, S is right (or
left) cancellative, then S itself is a topological group which is compact, in
which case the primitive idempotent s are all known in P(S)from the work
of Collins in [C]. In the case when 5 does not happen to be a group, we
have the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let S be a locally compact right (or left) cancellative
Hausdorjf semigroup which is not a group. Then an idempotent probability
measure is primitive if and only if its support contains a maximal compact
subgroup.

Proof.

Let Q2=Q, P2=P, P and Q in P(S) and P=P*Q=Q*P. By

[M-T], Fand F' are both completely simple. Also since S is right cancella-

tive and F is an ideal of FkjF', F'<=F; for, if xeF' and eeE(F), then
xe=y is in F so that xe=ye which means xeF. Hence by Theorem 2,
P=Q if F' contains a maximal subgroup.
Conversely, let g be a primitive idempotent in P(S). Then by Lemma 4,
Q(Bx~1)=Q(B) for every Borel set B and xeF'. By Theorem 4.9, p. 94 in
[B-H], since F' is a left group now, we can find a Ql in P(S) with its
support E(F') and a normed Haar measure Q2 in P(S) with its support
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eF' where e is a fixed idempotent in F' such that Q=QxxQ2. It then
follows that Q = QX*Q2.Suppose that F' does not contain a maximal compact subgroup. Since eF' is a compact group (being the support of a finite
Haar measure), there is a compact group G properly containing eF'. Let
Q3 be the normed Haar measure of G. Let P=QX*Q3. Then P^Q. If ße
is the point mass at e, then ße*Qx has support contained in G and since
Q3 is a zero of P(G) and Q3=Q3*ße, it follows easily thatP=P*ß=g*P.
This gives a contradiction that Q is primitive. Q.E.D.
Remark.
Because of the example in the previous remark, we see that
the cancellation condition cannot be removed from the theorem above.
Also it may be relevant to mention that ifQ2=Q and QeP(S), where S
is a locally compact or complete metric semigroup and Q*ßx=ßx*Q for
every point mass ßxfor xeF', then F' is a compact group and Q is the normed
Haar measure of F'; since, by [M-T], we know that F' is a completely

simple semigroup (closed) and also since for xeF' then cl(F'x)=F'x and
c\(xF')=xF',
we have F'x=xF' for xeF'which means that F'x=xF'=F'
since F'x=xF' is an ideal of F' which is simple. Note that when 5 is metric,
F' is separable and the well-known result of Montgomery that a complete
metric separable topological semigroup which is algebraically a group is
a topological group applies and then by the converse of Haar's theorem
(see Theorem 1 in [O]), F' becomes compact.
On a locally compact semigroup, an idempotent probability measure P
can be expressed as PX*P2*P3 where Px and P3 are in P(S) with supports
respectively E(Fe) and E(eF), e being some fixed idempotent in F and P2
is the normed Haar measure on the compact group eFe. [To see this, we
notice that P=(P*ße)*(ße*P),
ße being the point mass at e and P*ße(B)=
P*ße(Bx~1), ße*P(B)=ße*P(x~1B)
for every x in F by Lemma 3 so that

as in the proof of Theorem 3, using Theorem 4.9, p. 94 in [B-H], we can
write P*ße=Px*P2 and ße*P=P2*P3.] Now the following result can be
obtained following the proof of the 'converse' part of Theorem 3: On a
locally compact Hausdorff semigroup 5, the support of a nonzero primitive
idempotent probability measure must contain a compact subgroup maximal
and proper in S and be completely simple.
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